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ABSTRACT
One of the dangerous attacks in mobile wireless sensor networks is node replication attack. In this attack, adversary captures one of the network's legitimate nodes and extracts its important information including ID and key materials and uses this information to create duplicate (or replica nodes) and inject them to the network. In this paper, a distributed algorithm based on neighborhood information is proposed for identifying replica nodes in mobile wireless sensor networks. In the proposed algorithm, each node is responsible for handling $\sqrt{N}$ other nodes ($N$ is total number of nodes in the network). Efficiency of the proposed algorithm is evaluated in terms of detection probability, replica nodes and false detection rate. Simulation results show that after 100 traffic monitoring rounds, detection probability of replica nodes is more than 0.95 and false detection rate is less than 4%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) includes a large number of small sensor nodes, limited and cheap resources which perform a particular task in collaboration. Mobile WSNs have wide applications in military, environment, hygiene, exploration and many other fields. Considering the processing and memory limitations, sensor nodes' energy and wireless communications, establishing security in such networks is a very important and challenging task which has attracted many researchers’ attention towards this research field [1].

One of the dangerous attacks in mobile WSNs is replication node attack. In this attack, adversary captures one (or more) legitimate nodes and extracts information of its memory. Then, the adversary uses this information to create duplicate nodes (or replica nodes). Replica nodes exactly consist of the characteristics and information (including ID and locking material) of the captured legitimate node. Thus, they can easily communicate with other legitimate nodes. The adversary deploys these replica nodes in the network and triggers various attacks. For example, the adversary can simply monitor a wide part of network's traffic which pass through replica nodes, deteriorate monitoring operation of sensors by injecting distorted data and disturb common SN protocols including clustering and data aggregation [2, 3].

Many algorithms [4-10] have been proposed so far against replica node attack in static SNs. But these algorithms cannot be employed in Mobiles SNs, because these algorithms are based on locating nodes and sending local claims to witness nodes of the network. Considering continuous movement of nodes in mobile SNs, this mechanism cannot be efficient in such networks.

[11-16] have also proposed algorithms against replica node attack in mobile SNs which have drawbacks including communication overhead, high memory, non-scalability, complex process of detecting replica nodes, requiring node location mechanism and using public keys and digital signatures. Purpose of this paper is to propose a distributed algorithm against replica node attack in mobile WSNs such that it resolves the mentioned drawbacks. Rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews previous works. In section 3, system assumptions are presented. The proposed algorithm is presented in section 4. Section 5 presents simulation results. Finally, in section 6, the paper is concluded.

2. RELATED WORK
In [4], four algorithms called Node-To-Network Broadcasting (NBB), Deterministic Multicast (DM), Randomized Multicast (RM) and Line-Selected Multicast (LSM) are proposed which employ public key cryptography. In [5], two other algorithms called Single Deterministic Cell (SDC) and Parallel Multiple Probabilistic Cells (P-MPC) based on localized multicast approach or LM are proposed for detecting replica nodes. These algorithms work in SNs with Grid topology. In [9], another protocol called SET is proposed for detecting replica node. Main idea of this algorithm is adopted from this observation that a SN can be modeled as a set of non-overlapping sub-regions.

In [7], another centralized algorithm called RED is proposed against replication node attack. RED is executed in constant intervals. This algorithm includes two stages. In first stage, random value $r$ is shared among all nodes. This can be done centralized (by a satellite or a base station) or distributed. In second stage (detection stage), each node signs its location claim including ID and geographical location digitally (by private key) and broadcasts it. In [8], RED algorithm [7] is reviewed and its feasibility is explored. In fact, this paper uses analyzes and simulations to show that RED can be implemented in real SNs.

In [9], another protocol against replication node attack is proposed which uses symmetric polynomial to establish pairwise key and uses a group-based deployment model. In this protocol, sensor nodes are extended in separate groups or generations. In [10], an algorithm based on Compressed Sensing is proposed for detecting replica nodes, which is called CSI and it is used in static sensor networks.
In [11] and algorithm for detecting replica nodes in mobile SNs based on sequential probability rate test (SPRT) is proposed. Main idea of algorithm [13], SHD is neighbors’ set exchange among mobile nodes and selecting witness nodes for detection operation. In general, SHD detection process is based on sending <ID, neighbor-set> message to nodes which are in their own radio range when executing the protocol and using query methods. Two distributed methods called UTLSE and MTLSE have also been proposed in [13] for detecting replica nodes in mobile SNs. Main idea of these approaches is using this mobility feature: two detector nodes exchange their spatial-temporal claims only when they reach each other. Main idea proposed in [14] is using identity authentication based on direction sign of replica nodes. Another algorithm is proposed in [15] which employ single step communications and node's mobility for detecting replica nodes in mobile SNs.

An algorithm is proposed in [16] which detect replica nodes in mobile SNs using observer nodes. Main idea of this algorithm is to use learning agents and neighborhood information during nodes' mobility in the network for detecting replica nodes. In fact, observer nodes become aware of their current neighbors by considering "Hello" messages broadcasted by nodes during the network life and use this information for detecting replica nodes. This algorithm is considered as the basis algorithm in designing the proposed algorithm and it has been tried to enhance its efficiency.

3. ASSUMPTIONS AND ATTACK MODEL
- Sensor node consists of N sensor nodes which are distributed in a two-dimensional region randomly.
- After broadcasting phase, sensor nodes can move according to mobility models like Random waypoint in the operational environment.
- All nodes have a constant radio range equal to r and are not aware of their spatial location.
- The network is homogenous (all nodes have equal hardware and software facilities)
- Each node has a unique ID.
- In addition, considering mobility of sensor nodes in operational environments nodes should broadcast a "Hello", path request, data transmission and keep alive message periodically. In fact, this operation is one of the mobile SNs's requirements so that each node can detect its current neighbors at each moment and establish security keys with them and communicate with them if necessary and create their routing table.
- Last assumption is that replica nodes are mobile in the operational environments like usual nodes and broadcast a "hello", path request, data transmission or keep alive message.

4. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Main idea of the proposed algorithm is to use neighborhood information for detecting replica nodes in mobile wireless sensor networks. The proposed algorithm unlike two basis algorithms is completely distributive and each node can independently detect replica nodes. The proposed algorithm has three phases. In first phase, probability vectors and action vectors of each node are configured and then nodes are deployed in the environment. In second phase, each sensor node updates its probability vector by monitoring its local environment's traffic (neighborhood information). This phase is executed in periodic intervals of t (R rounds). In third phase, each sensor node starts detecting replica nodes according to its probability vector. These three phases are discussed in the following.

4.1 First Phase: Nodes' Configuration
In the proposed algorithm, each sensor node is responsible for observing M other nodes (M×<N). That is, each sensor node monitors activity of M specific nodes. If each node wants to monitor all other nodes, high memory and processing overhead would be imposed on each node. This cannot be efficient considering the limited resources of sensor nodes, especially when there are a large number of nodes in the network. In order to overcome this problem, configuration policy of the proposed algorithm is such that each node is only responsible for monitoring M = √N other nodes. Set of nodes u that are being monitored are shown with Lu. In first phase, Lu for each sensor node u is specified and loaded in the memory. Monitor set can be selected randomly or deterministically. Suitable option is the deterministic method which ensures that each node is a member of several monitor sets.

By applying M = √N policy and definite selection of monitor sets, it is guarantees that each node v is a member of √N different monitor sets, that is, each node is monitored by √N other nodes.

Thus, for each sensor node, activation vector (A) and probability vector (P) are initialized according to Equation (1). Action and probability vector of node u are represented by Au and Pu respectively:

\[
A_u = \left[ \begin{array}{c} N_1 \ 1 \\
N_2 \ \\
\vdots \\
N_M \end{array} \right]
\]

\[
P_u = \left[ \begin{array}{c} 1 \\
1 \\
\vdots \\
1 \\
\end{array} \right]
\]

Here, Ni, Nj, ..., Nk are IDs of nodes monitored by node u. In fact, each sensor node of the monitor set expresses an action. At the beginning, an equal probability, 1/M is assigned to each action.

Each node selects an action (ai) randomly. This action which is selected by node u, is the monitored node which u expects to be observed in its neighborhood in the next monitoring round.

After finishing configuration operation, nodes are deployed in the network environment randomly and this is the end of first phase.

4.2 Second Phase: Traffic Monitoring
In this phase, nodes collect information required for possible replica nodes in the network in addition to performing usual tasks of the network and mobility in the environment. In fact, all nodes update their probability vector during R monitoring rounds. Information required for updating probability vector of each node are collected according to Hello, path request and other messages issued by direct neighbor (single step) nodes. This phase is performed as follows:

1- Each node u in the ith round of monitoring phase collects its current neighboring nodes (considering Hello messages and ...).
2- Node u investigates if action (αi) is available in current neighbors set or not. If node αi is available in current neighbors set, this αi action is awarded according to Equation (2) and its selected for next monitoring round. Otherwise, if αi node is not in the current neighbors of node u, action αi is fined according to Equation (1) and an action is selected from its actions set for next monitoring round. Action is selected randomly and proportional to probability vector. Thus it is possible that αi is again selected for next monitoring round. In fact, the higher is the probability value of a specific action, the probability that it is selected for the next monitoring round is higher. In Equation (2), parameter a is the award and parameter b in Equation (3) is the penalty.

\[ p_i(k + 1) = p_i(k) + a[1 - p_i(k)] \]
\[ p_j(k + 1) = (1 - a)p_j(k) \quad \forall j, j \neq i \]
\[ p_i(k + 1) = (1 - b)p_i(k) \]
\[ p_j(k + 1) = \frac{b}{r - 1} + (1 - b)p_j(k) \quad \forall j, j \neq i \]

3- After t time units are passed and usual tasks of the network are performed, nodes select a random destination and move towards their new destination.

4- Steps 1 to 3 are repeated for R rounds.

When R rounds of monitoring phase are finished, nodes will have the final information for detecting replica nodes. Node with identity v (v is a replica node) in the neighborhood of other legitimate nodes meets with other nodes more than normal (when v is not replicated) due to presence of replica nodes, thus probability value correspondent to action of this node is more than probability of other actions.

According to the proposed award and fine model, probability of normal nodes decreases and probability of replica nodes increases. In third phase, this issue is used for detecting and signing replica nodes.

4.3 Third Phase: Detecting Replica Nodes

When second phase of the proposed algorithm is finished, each node starts detecting replica nodes independently and according to its probability vector. This phase is very simple and cheap. In this phase, each node u first finds largest probability value (say P[i]) in its probability vector and if

\[ P[i] \geq 2 \times \frac{1}{M} \]

node u detects that node with ID A[i] is replicated.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, efficiency of the proposed algorithm is evaluated through simulation and the obtained results are compared with basis algorithm of [16]. Measurement criteria are as follows:

- Network includes N sensor nodes which are distributed in a two-dimensional region of 100*100 m2 randomly.
- Adversary captures legitimate CN=5 and creates S replica of them and casts them in the network.
- Award and fine parameters of the proposed algorithm are set as a=0.001 and b=0.05 respectively.
- Radio range of sensor nodes is considered 10 meters.
- In order to verify the results, each simulation is repeated 100 times and the final result is obtained by averaging these 100 iterations.

Experiment 1: purpose of this experiment is to evaluate effect of monitoring rounds, R, on efficiency of the proposed algorithm and compare the results with the basis algorithm. In this experiment, parameter ω=10 is selected for the observer which are responsible for detecting replica nodes. In the proposed algorithm, all nodes are able to detect replica nodes. In this experiment N and S are considered 100 and 10 respectively, that is, network includes 100 nodes and the adversary creates 10 replicas from captured nodes and casts them in the network. In addition, number of monitoring rounds varies from 50 to 150 and its effect on the proposed algorithm and the basis algorithm is evaluated.

Results of this experiment which are demonstrated in Figure (1) show that probability of detecting replica nodes in the proposed algorithm after 50 monitoring rounds is about 0.85, while this value for basis algorithm is about 0.4. After 150 rounds of monitoring phase, rate of this measure for the proposed algorithm and the basis algorithm is 0.98 and 0.68 respectively. Results of this experiment show that detection speed of the proposed algorithm is much higher than the basis algorithm. Superiority of the proposed algorithm is because this algorithm is completely distributed and each node plays a role in detection operation of the replica nodes (proportional to the monitor set). But the basis algorithm is not distributed and procedure of detecting replica nodes is done by a limited number of control nodes called observer nodes. Therefore, the proposed algorithm detects replica nodes in less number of monitoring rounds with higher probability.

In addition, result of this experiment in figure (2) shows that error rate of the basis algorithm is less than the proposed algorithm. Superiority of the basis algorithm in terms of false detection rate compared to enhancement of the proposed algorithm in probability of detecting replica nodes can be neglected. Superiority of the basis algorithm in terms of false detection rate is that a limited number of nodes are responsible for detecting replica nodes, while in the proposed algorithm all nodes are involved in detecting the replica nodes. Since each node might experience error in detection process, thus in the proposed algorithm, false detection rate is a bit higher than the basis algorithm because all nodes are involved in detection process.

Experiment 2: purpose of this experiment is to evaluate scalability of the proposed algorithm. In this experiment, effect of total number of nodes in the network, N, on efficiency of the proposed algorithm is investigated and the results are compared with the basis algorithm. In this experiment S is considered 10 and number of monitoring rounds for the basis algorithm is considered 350 and 500 while number of monitoring rounds for the proposed algorithm are as follows:

- Detection probability (Ps): this measure determines the probability of detecting replica nodes using the security algorithm. This criterion is achieved by dividing number of successful executions by total number of executions.
- False Detection Rate: is a percent of non-replica nodes which are detected as replica nodes by a security algorithm incorrectly.

Our simulation model is adopted from the model proposed in basis algorithms and is as follows:
algorithm is considered 100. In addition, total number of nodes in the networks is changed from 100 to 300 to see its effect on performance of the proposed algorithms and the basis algorithm. Results are shown in Table (1).

Results of this experiment show that in the basis algorithm, probability of detecting replica nodes decreases by increasing the total number of nodes. But in the proposed algorithm, probability of detecting replica nodes by increasing total number of nodes increases. This is because there are only a limited number of observer nodes in the basis algorithm which are responsible for detecting replica nodes. Thus by increasing total number of nodes, observer nodes will detect replica nodes with delay. But in the proposed algorithm, all nodes are responsible for detecting replica nodes, thus by increasing total number of nodes, detection probability increases also.

Experiment 3: purpose of this experiment is to evaluate effect of number of replicas from each node captured by adversary, $S$, on performance of the proposed algorithm. In this experiment, total number of nodes are considered $N=100$. Number of replica nodes varies from 5 to 15 and its effect on the proposed algorithm is evaluated. In addition, obtained results are compared with the basis algorithm. Number of monitoring rounds for the proposed algorithm and the basis algorithm is considered 150 and 350 respectively.

Table (2) shows the results of this experiment. The results show that increasing parameter $S$ increases detection probability of both algorithms, because if there are a lot of replication from a specific node, like $u$, probability of facing node with $u$ ID in different times and locations increases. Thus probability correspondent to action of node $u$ in probability vectors increases faster. Consequently, probability detection increases. Results also show that changing parameter $S$ does not affect false detection rate of the proposed algorithm and the basis algorithm much.

![Fig 2. Effect of parameter $R$ on detection probability of the proposed algorithm and comparison with the basis algorithm](image-url)
Fig. 3. Effect of parameter R on false detection rate of the proposed algorithm and comparison with the basis algorithm

Table 1. Effect of parameter N on detection probability and false detection probability of the proposed algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Detection probability</th>
<th>False Detection Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=100</td>
<td>N=200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Algorithm (R=350)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Algorithm (R=500)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Algorithm (R=100)</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Effect of parameter S on detection probability and false detection probability of the proposed algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Detection probability</th>
<th>False Detection Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S=5</td>
<td>S=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Algorithm (R=350)</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Algorithm (R=150)</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a distributed algorithm for detecting replica nodes in mobile wireless sensor networks is proposed. Main idea of the proposed algorithm is to use an award and fine model based on neighborhood information for detecting replica nodes. Efficiency of the proposed algorithm in terms of detection probability of replica nodes and false detection rate is measured and the results are compared with the basis algorithm. Comparison results show that performance of the proposed algorithm is better.
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